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Mstract. Finite and, especially, infinite computations in languages with iteration or recursion 
are studied in the framework of denotational semantics, and a theorem is proved which relates 
their syntactic and semantic characterizations. A general proof method is presen .ed to establish 
this type of relations, and it is shown how- in an induction on the structure of the syntactic 
0~nstriicts of tL ‘rdnguage- the recursive case fdlows from the non-recursi\ 2 one by applying 
a general definitional scheme. The method is applicable to a variety of other. problems concerning 
lccursive constructs such as. for example, fixed point characterizations of several notions of 
ucakest precondition. Also. the connections with the theory of languages vith ini;nite words arc 
discussed. in particular with a substitution theorem due to Nivat t I978 1. 
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1. Introduction 
We study finite and, especially, infinite computations in the framework of denota- 
tional semantics, and prove a theorem which relates their syntactic and semantic 
characterizations. be consider a simple language with as main concepts assignments, 
composition, some form of iteration or recursion, and nondeterminacy. Let S be 
any statement in this language. As usual in denotational semantics, its meaning is 
a mapping from (input) states to sets tif (output) s?ates (sets because of nondetcr- 
minacy). Let I!_‘, by convention, be the state which is delivered by a nonterminating 
computation. In general, for any S and input state G, the set of output states 7 
consists of a so-called finite part- all states u’ E T which are #l-and an infinite 
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part. viz. {I) in case S has at least one nonterminating computation and fl (the 
~rnp y scii otherwise. For example, for the statement 
1 s := 0) u LX- := 1) u while true do skip od 
(with . J’ denoting nondeterministic choice) and input U, the finite part of the 
output is (~{O/X}, 0(1/s}}, i.e., the state (T with s set to 0 or 1, and the infinite 
part is {_). A first result of our paper is a syntactic; characterization, for ez3zh S, of 
those computations which deliver the finite and infinite parts of the output, respec- 
tively. More specifically, we introduce mappings fin and inf such that, for each S, 
S”” yields the finite and S”” the infinite part of the execution of S. In the couw 
of proving that these mappings have the desired properties, we discovered a rather 
general proof technique for showing properties of recursive procedures which can 
he applied to a variety of problems not necessarily related to that of infinite 
ir~mputations. 
An important source of inspiration for our papel was provided by Kivat’s 
investigations of infinite words generated by context free grammars (e.g., [2, 6, 12, 
i 3, :-tlr. In an opcrt~tional semantics, execution of a statement S may be seen as 
the gcncration of a sequence of elementary actions, and an infinite execution then 
corresponds to an infinite word in the language of all possible execution sequences 
corresponding to the inondeterministic) statement S. In our paper we do not make 
those operational notions precise, but stick to the denotational approach. Though 
t hc way the problems appear here is at first sight quite different, there is a sury)risingl> 
close structural resemblance between the results of language theory and of dcnota- 
tionai \cmantics. More spccificaily, the definitions of firl and irlf for the W,&W 
LXC l\tatcments with only iteration, no full recursion) are of exactly the same form 
;I\ c*crtain result\ in Niv:it’s work (mentioned, e.g., in [6]), and the definition of the 
,zlcn~ral coast’ rsttitcmcnts with full recursion) is -after some appropriate transiittlr- 
:ititrn--strikingly similar to Theorem 1 of Nivat [ 131. A new element in WI 
considerations is that through the semantic approach wc obtain a better understand- 
ing of the undcriying structure of these results. We shall show that they ultimatcl! 
r+ on ;i certain simpic-- dnd purely semantic-property of fixed points. WC thus 
irqw IO darifv the problem which at first may swm purely syntactic in nature‘ in 
th:tr it conccrnt; manipulations with program tests or with infinite derii*ations in 
!~sua~<t thcot-v. in fact, the fised point proper;\’ referred to hcrc appears to bc 
;it t!l< hciirt of ~1 number of seemingly unrciatcd problems concerning, t‘g., propcrtics 
of wc:akcst pr~ct~nciitic~nsstu~~ic~ in (‘h::ptcr S of Dc Hakkcr [J 1. Bristly, the following 
qwmt_vt mab 1x2 applied for teach of thcsc questions: Supp~> WC want to justify 
;I cc*rtain sl,ntactic mapping which is intended to embody a certain st~tnnntic f aturc*. 
Xormail~. such a justificaticjn proctxds ty an inducti\Ic proof on the syntactic 
~tructurc of tk stattlments invalved. Now a central icsult of our paper is that, 
~v~~~ itic ii rlumber of r:lthtx gt‘ntxai conditions xt‘ fulfilled, it is only necessar!* 
10 c.hc’~k flliw L’:IIL’\ of the induction uthich are not crlnwrned ,vith the itt’ration 
(11 1 CC’I~~\~OYI i*tjrl\fruc’t\. Only the, WV. straight-llnc c;1st’s hc?\*c to tw considered 
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individually, and the iteration or recursion cases are obtained as it were for free 
from a general definitional scheme. 
Our paper is organized in six sections. You are now reading Section 1 which 
gives the introduction. In Section 2 we define syntax and semantics of the two 
languages we consider, one with only iteration (essentially as provided by the while 
statement or the do-ad guarded command), and the other with full recursion in 
the form of parameterless recursive procedures. We consider these in the syntactic 
form of the k-calculus ([S, 7]), since this is a convenient tool for the mathematical 
analysis we have in mind. In Section 5 we translate our results to a more traditional 
framework with declarations of mut*lally recursive (parameterless) procedures. A 
secondary feature of our langua ;L is a systematic treatment of the notions of failure 
and clbortion. Contrary to tile approach taken by other authors (such as [l]), we 
include the empty set (of states) in our considerations and use it to model failure 
of a statement. In this way, failure !eaves no trace in the output. Abortion, on the 
other hand, does leave a trace behind in the form of a special abort state (for which 
we use 6). Our way of treating failure has, we think, advantages in t&t it allows 
us to express a variety of constructs involving tests (such as the conditional statement, 
while statement and guarded commands) all using just one ‘test statement’ in our 
language. As a side remark we add here that the empty set can conveniently be 
used to model wiring in a context with concurrency, whereas an abort outcome 
should be used in case a deadlock situation occurs which one wants to be si_:nalled. 
Apart from the introdclction of the abort construct, the definitions of Section 2 
follow closely those of Chapter 7 of [3]. In Section 3 we give a siml+ version of 
our main result, viz. for tht case of regular statements (with only iteration). The 
tleneral cast’ follows in Section 3. Here the fixed point lemma mentioned above is 
~rovrd. and ii is shown how r-in a rather general setting-the relationsLip between 
syntactic and semantic mappings between (meanings of) statements can be analyzed 
such- that the recursion case is obtained as it were automatically. This part of the 
paper is rather abstract, and we provide some concrete applications of the techniques 
in the subsequent sections. In Section 5 we reformulate our results for systems of 
rccursivc procedures -rather than for statements in the l.r.-calculus-and clarify its 
close structural similarity to Nivat’s theorem. In Section 6 we study a variety of 
wcakcst preconditions (to bc compared to a similar variety in an operational 
framework as investigated by Hare1 [8]). and obtain certain fixed point results for 
the ~cg~lar cast by straightforward application of the general strategy of Section 
&--.rathcr than, as in (‘haptcr # of De H;ikkcr 141, by using more or less elaborate 
;rrgumcnts in each specific case. Finally, wc briefly mention some further applications 
Lvhich oh iatct sornc of the complications in the proofs of [A]. 
2. Syntax and semantics 
We shall be concerned with two simple languages, one with only iteration and 
the other with full recursion. The former is actually a special case of the latter, and 
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introduced primarily for didactic reasons. Both languages contain simple integer 
an0 boolean exprejsions, together’ with assignment, composition and nondeter- 
milistic choice. The way Boolean expressions are used as statements is somewhat 
unusual, and will be explained later in the section. A special symbol: .d is introduced 
for the abort statement. 
The following notations are used for the respective syntactic classes (here and 
below we use the convention that the phrase “(IN E )M such that. . .” introduces 
a set M, with typical elements m ranging over M, such that , . .I: 
h E ) Icon : integer constants 
ix E ) Ivar: hreger variables 
t s E ) Iexp : integer expressions 
(h E ) Bexp : Boolean expressions 
I R E ) Regs : regular statements 
CS E ) Stare: (general) statements 
i X E ) Strm : stntetnent variables 
(serving the same role as procedure variables P in a more orthodox 
syntax I. 
The classes Ivar and SOW are arbitrary disjoint infinite sets of symbols-assumed 
wc%ordcred for technical convenience. The structure of the elements of Icort is 
Icft unspecified. The other classk:s are defined using a self-explanatory variant of 
the Hackus-Naur formalism in the following definition. 
Definition 2.1 (syntax). (a) (integer expressions\ 
W (r: gular statementsj 
R ::-,.\‘:=s:hl.~iR,;R,!R,~,R~IR 
Remarks. I 1 I At the place of the - - - in clauses (a 1 anti (b), other operators ( --. y=, . . .I 
L<L,I _ -- i-w x.h.ied. In fact. we could omit all specializal.ion to the domain of integers, 
.~rlti introduce arbitrary function and relation symbols in our expressions. All results 
to hc obtained below hold for (interpretations over) arbitrary structures, and we 
Ack to the integers only for ease of presentation. 
i 2 1 Btrolc:.n expressions as statements may appear somewhat unusual. They were 
nf~duccd ‘1s such in 15). and reappear, c.g,, in dvmtmic logic [8] as test statements 
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(p?). In the framework of denotational semantics-to be introduced in a moment-a 
statement determines a mapping from states to sets of states. A Boolean &-viewed 
as a statement-maps a state either to itself (for b true in that state) or tc’athe 
empty set of states (for b false in that state). In the latter case, b may be sail to 
fail. This is a special case of 3 property of statements S in general, viz. ihe possibmty 
of their failure which is m~dellcd by delivery of the empty set. Failure should be 
contrasted with abortion, appearing in our system through the atomic statement A 
which aborts for all input states. Abortion is modelled by delivering a special abort 
state S as ouput, whereas nontermination is reflected in the usual way by yielding 
the undefined or bottom state 1. 
(3) ‘u’ denotes nondeterministic choice: Executing R1 ti& (or S, uSr!) means 
executing RI or R, (SI or $1. 
(4) R’ denotes finite or infinite repetition of the statement R. It should be 
contrasted with the construct R* which is often used in similar investigations, 
usually referring only to arbitrary finite repetition of R. (In a purely relational 
theory, the difference R* and R’ remains unobserved since an infinite computation 
always yields an empty output set.) Using R” for infinite repetition of R, we have 
that R’ is equivalent to R* u R”. (We prefer bt’-used in the theory of infinite 
words by, e.g., Park [ 15]-to ‘00‘ -as used, e.g., by Nivat [2, 6, 12, 13, 141.) 
(5) @X[S] is a construct taken from the IJ--calculus ([S, 931, denoting a call of a 
parameterless recursive procedure. The prefix PX in pX[S] binds occurrences of 
X in S. and, for S of the form . . . X l . . X . l . , executing PX is] corresp .)nds to 
a call-in a language with a more familiar syntax-of a procedure P deLlared by 
PC_. . .p.. . p.. . , In case of a system of, say, two declarations PI +.S1 (P,, P2 1, 
P&SgP,, Pg (!- - . ) denoting possible free occurrences of . - - , root application), 
the construct in the p-calculus corresponding to a call of P1 is 
~&[S,(XI, +Y,[S,{,&. X,)])]. Much more about this can be found in [4]. A state- 
ment S without free occurrences of statement variables is called cl~s&. 
We use ‘5 for syntactic identity. and substitution of S’ for X in S-applying 
the usual i*enaming of bound statement variables to prevent clashes-is denoted 
by S[S’/X]. 
In order to help the reader’s understanding of our syntax we now list a number 
of constructs in the syntax of an At_c;or_-like or guarded command language ([7]), 
and then present the corresponding construct in our language(s): 
if b then S1 eke S2 fi-(h ;S,) LJ ( ‘h ;&I 
while I, do R od-(b ; R ) ! ; ‘3 
ifhl~RI~...3h,,-,R,,fi~(hI;Rl)u...\i(h,,;R,,)u( ‘b,r\-+ ‘h,,;Jj 
dobl-+RIZl--Ljb,, +R,, od-whilehlv--vb, do(b~;Rl)u...u(b,;R,,~ od 
fail-false 
I skip-true 
note that these Boolean expressions are indeed statements 
abort-J 
while 6 do S od-pX[G ;S :Xju 31 tX not free in 9 
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(These correspondences work well in a sequential context. In the presence of 
concurrency, complications may arise. We know how to deal with these, but leave 
an explanation of such issues to a future paper.) . 
This concludes our discussion of the syntactic&spects of our languages, and we 
next turn to their semantics. We begin with a quick introducGon to the theory of 
complete partially ordered sets (.cpo’s). For details and proofs we refer, e.g., to [4]. 
A CPO’S a pair (C, G) with C a nonempty set and ‘t’ a partial order on C, such 
that (i) there is a least element _L~ with _LC G x’ for all x’ E C, and (ii) each ascending 
G-chain (x,); has a least upper bound UiXi. Usually, explicit mentioning of the 
ordering Z‘ in a cpo(C, C) is omitted; similarly for the index C in _LC. For cpo’s 
Cl, G, C1 x C2 is defined as a cpo in the natural way through component-wise 
ordering. We call f : C, + C2 strict whenever fcl, = 1, and monotorric whenever if 
s I G x2, then f(x 1) cf(xz). The class of all strict (monotonic) functions Cl + Cz is 
&noted by C1 +s C2 (Cl -*m C?,). A monotonic function f is called contirurorts 
whenever, for each chain (xi)i in Cl, we have f(ui xi) = l~,f(s~ ). For /‘, a : Cl --* C? 
we put f’ E g whenever f(x) c g(x 1 for all x’ E C,. Two important properties of cpo’s 
arc: Ci) For C1, C: cpo’s, the class of all continuous functions C, + C2 (denoted by 
iI’: -‘L)J is ;_I cpo, and (ii) each continuous f: ( -+ C‘ has a ktst fixed point ( t fp) 
pf’ (i.c. f’cpf‘, = puf, :tnd ~(J%E _V ~&LG _v) obtained as &=[_~J’(_LI (where 1”= 
j+ . . - $ i factors{). Often, we shall encountrrfinr cpo’s: C is called Pat whenever, 
for ail .r 1, .I-? E C, s 1 c x2 iff .Y I = i or .Y I = ~2. Occasionally we shall need the following 
further definitions: A COO C is a cmzpiete krttice whenever each subset X G C has 
;1 least upper bound u X and (hence) a greatest lower bound 11 X. For C a 
compkk lattice and /‘: C jjm C, the least fixed point ~1’ and greatest fixed point I*/’ 
of f‘ exist. We call f : C, + C1 wztimmotonic whenever if .Y I s A-:, then /‘(.I+ r~ f(s l ). 
:ind an ;kntimonotonic f: Cl --+ C7 is cal’led c~rlticorztirzrrofrs (for C:, e.g., a complete 
lrtttlcc 1 whenever for each ascending c-chain (.yi), we have f(u, s, 1 -= n, f’(s, 1. 
Throughout the paper we use the h-notation for functions: For example, As l .Y 
denotes the identity function : C -+ C, and for f e [C, x C2 + CJ. p [hy . fr.~ v j] 
w (‘,I is the least fixed point cxf the frlnction h\! l f’(s, y I in [C, + C-2 1. 
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infinite, contain 1. This is a consequence of the requirement of boundedness, In 
an operational semantics, the computation tree modelling execution for a given 
input state is finitely branching and therefore it allows application of K6nig’s lemma. 
An infinite path in the tree is, denotationally, reflected by the presence of 1 in the 
output set, and whenever the output set (set of states labelling ths leaves of the 
tree) is infinite, I has to be in the set. We shall not say more about this here; the 
reader may consult [ 1. 3, 4, 7, 10, 171 for more inform ‘tion. On the elements 
7 E 0, a slight extension of the so-called Egli-Milner ordev ng is defined. 
Proof. See, e.g., [A]. 
Remarks. i 1 I WC obscrvc’ that (L} r - holds for all T, and, in particular, (L} c (3 
holds; hcncf:, 0 is not the !east element of 0. 
t 2 I For a ‘,mguage with ~rr~holrrr&~i nondeterminacy, thz meaning of a statement 
is again a mapping from states to SC s of states. But now ul/ subsets of 5 are 
allowed. When WC order ,IP(Z) (i.e., lhe coliection of all subsets of S) with tht 
Egli-Milncl xdering as defined in Definition 2.2(a), M(C), C) is again a cpo. The 
only difference is that the operation A of Definition 2.2(b) (no\% a function 
12’ -+ , .PCrb+ c.PtZ’r -+ .JP(,V) I! ) is no lo-lger continuous but merely monotonic. 
In thti non-regular case we need, besides states assigning meaning to integer 
vxiablcs, also ozz*irmrmentx assigning meaning to statement variables. We take 
\I-‘ t I E c SmtL --+ l . and use the notation ~(~,‘X) analogous to the U{CY/.V} 
notation. 
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We now introduce the valuation functions T, W, 3 and M, of the following types: 
-W:Bexp+(X-+b+Q 
.%!:Regs+M, 
Their definitions are given below. rr) 
B 
Definition 2.4 (semantics). (a) S’(s)(S) = ‘V(s)(U = -12, and for CT ZS, I, Y(s)(%) 
has the usual meaning (e.g., T(X)(V) = (T(X), etc.; for details, see [4]). 
tb) -W(b)(S) = W’Q)U) = _LW, and, for c # 8, I, +W(h)(cr) has the usual meaning 
t e.g., ws 1 = sz)(u) = (T(Q)(U) = V(s&r)), etc.). 
(c) %!(R)(~)={(T) if cr=S or CT= I, and, for CT f S (by convention, Au l l 9 is 
5hort for ACT EC - * *): 
&X := S) = A+{ I‘(s~(~/s}) 
.M!,Y)k I = FLY), 
Remarks. ( 1 I The mapping (1) = A& - , N (S)(&$/,Y\) in clause cd) is continuous (i.e., 
cf; c fM -+ Ml) and, therefore has a least fixed point ,u4? 
( 3 Let us assume -for the purpose of our theory rather than as language 
cx”lcIlsions for their own sake-that the syntax of RL’~s is extended with 
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and 
d(R”)=l_l x;, where Xtr=k l {_I_), Xitl =xi ok, 
We leave to the reader the proof that, indeed, %! (R’ ) = 9?(R *) u 9 (R “). Another 
way of viewing the difference between R’ and R* is the following: Let 0 denote 
the statement that terminates nowhere, i.e., 
and let R 1 c Rz abbreviate 9? (R &a) c iPi! for all CT, and similarly for 
RIG Rz. We now have that-using an informal terminology-R’ ccrresponds to 
the least upper-bound of the c-chain 
(where R’ stands for R ; . . . ; R (i times), and the equivalence R ; true = R is used, 
and R * is the leakt upperbound of the c-chain 
Here WC’: have used that, for all R, R ; false = false. Note that R :R = R only hoids 
when R fails nowhere. This is a consequence of the fact that &I) = fl holds for all 
4 : in particular, ~3 (I2 )- (0) I= 0. 
(3) In Section 4 we shail introduce a construct in an extension of Sfcrr which 
plays the same role with respect to pX[S] as R* plays with respect to R ‘. 
3. Infinite computations: The regdar case 
For each regular R WC syntactically define constructs R “I and R”” u here R “’ 
(R”“) denotes that part of R which giz s prec%ely the finite (infinite) part of the 
computation, The general problem (for any S E Stut) is addressed in the next section; 
in the present one we only deal with the regular case. No proofs are given since 
the results arc just specializations of the general case. 
Definition 3.1 (semantic finite and infinite parts). (a) For 7 E (9 wc put T”“ = T\,{J_}, 
,8, - 
T r 7 \r ‘I” (where ‘\‘ denotes set-theoretic difference). 
0~) For C$ E M wc put (b “‘I -= ,\rr . q5 (IT)“” and ~5 “I’ = AU a t$ (CT f”‘, 
Wc cdn now give a precise formulation of the aim of this section: For R E Regs, 
detine syntactlcaily constructs R “I and R “I’ such that S?(R”‘) ZZ 9?(R)ti” 8(R’“‘) = 
./R( R )“! Fro111 now on, we assume syntax and semantics of Reg.c ektended as 
described in Remxk (2) after Definition 2.4. The following definition gives the 
desired construction. 
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Ddinition 3.2 (syntactic finite and infinite parts) 
a) (x:=.s) -4 :=s, fir1 = (& ;&)“” G@” ;R;“, 
h 11 r1 =b, (R,“R1)” sRfii”“@“, 
1”” cj, R 
ffin =p*, 
0,) (x := SP 
h tni 
A 
itif 
Remarks. (1) Not 
= false, (& ;Rzji”f SR~lfVRJffL ;&‘f, 
= false, (Rtv&)infsRi;‘f”@‘f, 
E f&e, R ’ inf ~ R fipl:!: ; R inf v R hJ, 
surprisingly, these formulae have exactly the same structure as 
the formulae appearing in the theory of languages with infinite words (e.g., [6]). 
In fact, the primary motivation for the present research was our wish to study these 
formulae in the framework of denotational semantics, together with their generaliz- 
ation for the non-regular case, and to investigate the foundations of the proof of 
their justification. 
(2) Though we do not really need them, for completeness sake are also give the 
formulae for R * and R”: 
R 
mfi?’ =_ false, R urit’f ~ R f’t’* ; R ‘,‘f in R ti”(:J, 
(3 ) Yome understanding for the structure of the formulae for R “‘I’ can be obtained 
by using the fact that 
R _.R* JR”’ -trlre,~RvR;RL’...LIRk~...ifR”‘. 
ansl the formulae for i R l LJ R2)“1’ and (R 1 ; RJ”‘. We have 
R “If z (true ” R L, R ’ ” . . . ” R ’ ” . . . (.I R “’ )“lf 
._ trne”” v R “” Li (R ’ )“” u . . . ” (R ’ )I”’ L! . . . 4 (R” )“I’ 
_Z false ~1 R I”’ ‘3 (R i”’ L, R b” ; R “” ) L, . . . 
,,,R”” i:Rf”’ ;(R” l)“‘l)u, , , L_,(R’)‘I’L,R”” ;(Retbf”f) 
.= I after 0~ ittxations) 
(true 1, R “” d . . . .j (R “” )’ L! . . . ) ; R “” v \R ‘I” )‘I’ 
1 .L’or~ that wc do not claim this to hc a proof of anything. 1 
That next theorem cxpresscs the desired result. 
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Theorem 3.3. L L.. each R E Regs, 
(a) B(R”“) = B(R)““, 9(Rinf) = B(R)‘“‘. 
(b) .9(R)=9?(Rfi”)u9(R’“‘). 
Proof. (a) Special cast of Theorem 4.7. 
(b) Immediate from part (a) and the fact that S(R) = 3 (R)‘” u.%?(R)“‘~ (since 
7=7 fin ” ri’lf), 
4. Infinite computations: The general case 
This section presents our treatment of infinite computations in the general case. 
We first introduce some auxiliary syntactic (and associated semanti? definitions. 
Next, we give the definitions of Sfi’* and S’“‘. Their justification is bastd on (i) a 
general (semantic) lemma on piqerties of fixed points (Lemma 4.3), .nd (ii) 
a-generally applicable-theorem enabling us to connect syntactic transfr lm2tions 
:vith semantic ones (Theorem 4.5). Once ‘Iheore,rn 4.5 has been estabtished, it is 
straightforward :o prove that the definitions of fin and inf are indeed the desired 
ones. 
The auxiliary syntactic construct we introduce plays the same role with respect 
to pX(S] as R* plays with respect to R . 
Definition 4.1 (auxiliary and extendrd stztcmcnts). (a) Let (A E ) AMS be ‘_he class 
of auxiliary stattwen~s. Let ( Y E) Arrxr* be the class of ~~uxilinry stntem,nt t:urinbks. 
We deiine 
A ::= I- := s/b)-I!Al;A2jAI ..~A~jk’~crY[A] 
(see Remark ( 1) below). 
(b) Let (T E) Exrs be the class of extended statements. (There is no need to 
introduce a separate class of extended statement variables (X E) Strm: serves our 
purpose here.1 We dcfinc 
T.. s **= :=sIbj-liT1;T~/TIuT-,/XI~XITIIAw 
(C) Let chl’, c_)= (2‘ +,;P(S!). Let (H, c) be the cpo of continuous functions 
I/I : 2‘ -+ , .PCY\(I}) ordered by set-inclusion (i.e., $, c $2 iff &(cr) C&(CT~ for all cr; 
recall t1hat &(cr), C&(U) are sr~. in ~(,V\{_L}).) For @E ((M’, C-) -),,, (M’, 9, pi;@ 
&notes its least fixed point with respect to l E’, and for P E [(H, c I+ (H, c I], pu, P 
denotes its least fixed point with respect to ‘c’. We moreover assume that the class 
of environments E is extended appropriately. We define the evaluations 542 : AUXS + 
(E-40, .T:Exts+(E+M’) as follows: 
&A )k l(u) = {a) for CT = 6 or (T = L, and similarly for ~(T)(E)(U). 
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Otherwise, 
d(X := s )(F ) = AU s (u{3% jb j/x}}, . . . , 
.Y-(A)(c ) = d(A I(E). 
Remarks. ( 1) Auxiliary statements A E Auxs are syntactically isomorphic to state- 
ments S c Stat. The only difference is in their semantics in that in defining the 
meaning of the Q Y[A] construct we use least fixed points with respect to’ the 
C - -ordering. (To emphasize tht: difference we use a different notation (a, rather 
than p ) for recursive constructs.) 
f 2) Extended statements combin the structure of ordinary (S-type) and auxiliary 
M-type) statements. In particular, Stat E Exts and Auxs E Exts. Note. however. 
that nested applications of recursive constructs of the form pX[s 9 * a Y[A] - * - ] or 
CY k’[- - * pX[7J . a m] with X free in A or k’ free in T are not included. 
13) Some caution is necessary here. It can be easily checked that the function 
Acb . .7-(T,k{q5/X}) is monotonic for each T E Ests. However, in general it is not 
continuous, because the language Ests is a language with udmrr~ckd nondeier- 
minacy. Consider for instance 
which contains (the equivalent of) a random assignment .\: := ‘?. 
Since a monotonic function from a cpo to itself does not necessarily have a (least j
fixed point (consider, e.g., the successor function on the cpo of all countable ordinals 
under their natural ordering), it is not (vet) certain whether the above mentioned 
_ definition of the meaning of pX[T] is sound. In the sequel, however, it will turn 
out that the txistence of the fixed points concerned can be proved, SO thaf w art‘ 
itssured of the soundness of our definition. 
4 For subsequent USC, we obscrvc that it is straightforward to verify that 
(4. la) 
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(5) Note that &S] can be viewed-again using an informal terminology-as 
least upper bound of the c-chain 
n !z S[C?/X] c S[S[J?/X]/X] c_ - l ’ 
whereas CY EA] is least upper bound of the c -chain 
false c S[false/ Y] Z S[S[false/ Y]/ Y]. 
(6) The way in which the regular statements can be embedded in the class of 
general or extended statements i given by the following correspondence: 
R ‘mpX[R ;X u true], 
R *-a Y[R ; Y u true], 
R”-@X[R ;X). 
(Remember that R has, by its definition, no free occurrences of X or k'.) Two 
further correspondences we shall have occasion to use, are 
ccXlR,;IY~,R~I~R~;R~uR;1’, 
aY[R,; Y v R&-R; ;I&. 
We now arrive at the central definition of our paper, viz. of Sfin and 5”“‘. Lett, 
for each X E Stnzc, X”’ be some element in Atrxr and Xi”’ an element in Strm. 
We assume, moreover, that X1 + Y2 3 X f” *Xg”, Xyf +X’,“‘. For arbitrary S, we 
define Sfi” E Atrss and S”” E Eats as follows. 
Definition 4.2 (syntactic firz and irzf) 
(a) 
(h) 
Remarks. ( 1) We leave it to the reader to verify that, indeed, Shtr E Auxs, S”” E Ests. 
(2) Apart from the definitions for the p-construct, the definitions are exactly as 
in Definition 3.2. 
Example. By way of example, we show how the formulae of Definition 3.2 can be 
obtained as special cases of Definition 4.,. 3 Let R be any regular statement: 
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R :‘?-_ccX[R ;x u true]fi”-aXfi”[(R ;X u true)""] 
_Xfi” [R fill ;Xfipl u truefin] 
-aXfin[Rfi” ;Xfiq’ u true] 
-R ‘I” * 
(since x”” E AUC, by the correspondence cy Y[R ; Y u true]-R * for any R ), 
R iit*f~pX[R ; X u frUe]f”f-pX ‘“‘[CR ;X u true)‘“‘[R “li”/X”‘]] 
_pX’“f[((R ;X )id v true’“f)[R ‘fi’l/Xfi’l]] 
_CLX”‘f[ (R itlf u R fill 
;Xirrt )[ 4 - .]]mt(Xfi’* not in ( - . 0)) 
isincc X”*f E Str~c, we can apply the correspondence ,uX[R, ;X u R2]-R f ; R2 u 
R’,” for any R,, R2). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof that Definition 4.2 is indeed 
the right one. We shall show that, for each closed S, ,c9(S’“) =AV(S)~“, Z(S’“‘) = 
. NL~)““. (For S’ not closed, the claim has to be somewhat refined, as will become 
clear from the subsequent discussion.) We first need the following simple property 
of fixed points. 
g ( fr .Y ) 1 = I2 (g (.Y ) 1. (4.3 
Proof. Putting .\: -pf in ti1.2) wt‘ obtain ,g(pf‘j = iz(g(&I). Thus, g(&) is a tixcd 
point of 11. We shall show that it is, in fact, the host fixed point of h. Let A-,, be 
uw tixcd point of IL WC shall show that g(ccf’) r: .Y(). WC use that @I’= Ulf’(l 1. By 
continuity of g it is sutficient to prove (k) :g(f’(_L’~s,,, for all i. The case i = 0 
follows from strictness of g Now assume (*) to show g:(j” ’ ‘(i,_H cz x0. By (4.3, 
$’ f 3 _ 11 - K(f'(/“( i-j) == Ii(,q_f'Q_)) C thy monotonicity of h and (*)) Ii(s,J = .Ylr. 
To prt~c the s~~oncl part of the lt: nma we proceed as follows. For all i - 
f-1. 1. 2,. . . , 
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Hence 
CL/f = R(ILf) = I: (, ) Uf’(l, = u g(f?l)) = u h’(l). i i 
(Note that this means that although h is rzot necessarily continuous, &I can still 
be approximated within w steps!) q 
Remark. A similar result is used in [ 11. The lemma is a slight extension of Exercise 
5-3 of [4], in that h is assumed monotonic rather than continuous. 
Below, we shall need a simple generalization of Lemma 4.3 to the case of systems 
of mappings gl, g2, /zl, 1~~. 
Corollary 4.4. Let ff[C+C], g,E[C+J,], i= 1, 2, &Cl +m(C2-+,C,), 
i = 1, 2. Th from 
CcIAr -k&,~pf!k~l exists, and equals gq (pf ). 
Proof. Easy extension of the proof of Lemma 4.3. III 
The property of least fixed points as stated in Lemma 4.3 is at the heart of a 
number of results concerning recursive procedures. More specifically, it can be 
used to justify a variety of syntactic transformations (such as fin and inf‘ studied 
here) by connecting them to one or more semantic transformations such as the 
mappings g, gr, g2 encountered above. The general pattern of this connection is 
the following: Let Syntl, Synt2 be two syntactic classes with typical elements 
D ,..., F ,... respectively. Each of them has certain constructs we leave unspecified, 
furthermore classes of variables Varl, Var2, with typical elements s, . . . and y, . . . 
respectively. and F-forming operators +X [a . .] and ~_cy [Is - -1. Thus, we assume a 
syntax 
D . . **-, . 
l Ix idD1, F ::= . . -/y/py[F]. 
Wtz also assume that substitutions D[D’/x], F[F’/y] are defined in the usual 
manner. Next we ass-me that the elements of Syntl, Syntz obtain meanings through 
valuations 2, S-with respect to the usual environment E; its precise definition AS 
En or EF is left to tne reader-yielding results ill cpo’s (6 E ) Ko, I q E 1 KF, respec- 
tively. More specifically let 
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be defined for variables and F-terms in the usual way: 
and 
(In (4.4) we take least fixed points with respect to the ordering in (Kc, + K& 
MpKI. 1 respectively.) 
Remark. The clause regarding the meaning of ll.\~t[F] may seem a little bit peculiar. 
Rut the expianation for this is simple: In general the function At7 9 &F)k{q/y}) 
will turn out to be merely a monotonic function from a cpo to itself and therefore 
it need not have a (least) fixed point (see also Remark (3) following Definition 
3.1 J. So the second part of the definition of ~(&F])(E.) has to be inserted for 
reasons of safety. In the following we shall show that in fact the fixed points we 
are concerned with, tie exist, SO that on future occasions of applying the definition 
WC shall indeed have that $(py[F])(c) = p[Aq . ~~F)~&‘~~}~]. And this, of 
course, is what one might expect. At this stage, however, we cannot yt,t safely 
define it in this direct way. 
(assuming this fixed point exists, and arbitrary otherwise). 
IN.% With the definition of LQ~.x[D]~(F ) there will be no problem, because we 
only consider cxws where A( - (/‘(D )(F ((/x)1 is I i cot~tirwtm fur&on.) 
, 
Furthermore, we require that 2,s satisfy 
The reader sh Juld observe that all we do here is to give :I somewhat abstract version 
of the proptlr, ICS of Stut, Arm, with valuations .N, ,d. 
sow let .-’ ho a (syntactic) mapping : Spt, --* Syrlr2. I_Jsually. it is rcasonabl!7 easy 
in ;I spccitic instance of a transformation ‘-2 to establish how it should be detincd 
for the non-rtzcursivc ase, and one would expect the ‘CC’ definition for p-constructs 
10 bc the more difficult part. However, it was a plcasant surprise for us to discover 
that. on the contrary, once one 17~ found the appropriate detinition for tlii 
non-recursive case, it is possible: -under the quite general assumptions me:ltioned 
~~bo~~---to pr vide a standard treatment of the case of a p-term. 
let us assume that ‘2 satisfies rhe general property that, for each x E \‘~r, .\r is 
~111 &.mcnt of \h, and that, moreo\~cr, L’ is an injection. We also require for 
LX~ n that 6 cont:Gns no free variables other than those induced b> ---* from 
thus fwc 1 Cables of D. Let us furthtxmore postulate that ‘5’ is defined for a I-l.-term 
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px[D]- =pf[d]. 
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(4.6) 
We shall show that (4.6) is satisfactory in the following sense: Often, we want to 
justify the definition of ‘-’ by showing that it induces a certain semantic property, 
say K, which can be seen as mapping between the semantic domains, i.e., we take 
K : & +&. (In the example of firt, the semantic counterpart is the mapping 
fir1 :&-+C#P” = Aa - C$ (U )“I.) We then wish to establish commutativity of the diagram 
Svnt, Synr, 
K KF 
The comnlutativity requirement for carr’abks specializes to (+) : K ( : (S )) = F (.< ) 
(since P(s )(F j = ~1.v ), iFty)(~) = ~(y 1). In case F satisfies (*) for al, x^, we call C‘ 
cYv1sister1t. 
In order to analyze the relationship between ‘5 and ‘K ‘. in particular for p-terms. 
we introduce two operators 4jD, PD in the following way. Let, for D E Syrrt,, 
rtrr(D) = (A-,, . . . , s,,} be the set of frt’e variables of D, and let {C,, . . . , s’,,) be the 
free variables of 13. Let _r’ abbreviate s 1, . . . , s,, (in some arbitrary, but fixed order), 
andlet<=&.. . .,(,,,;i=q ,.. . .,q,,. Wenowdefine&,:K’A+&, lu,:KF--+KF 
b) 
and we investigate whether the relationship 
holds for all 6 Indeed for consistent F, taking 5, = E U, 1, q, = K(F ix, H, i = 1, . . . , rz, . 
and using that K (F Ci, )) = F Ltl 1, i -- 1, . . . , II, F {E (s, )/s,}~ = F {F (-2, I/_<;}, = E, we see that 
($3) is equivalent with 
K@(D))(F) = i(b)(E ), (4.8, ’ 
which is the same as the commutativity of the diagram above. For example, for 
-_. ’ and ‘K’ instantiated to the syntactic and semantic fin, and with the natur:tt 
correspondence be,:ween Synt, and Stat, etc., (4.7) reduces to the claim M(SHF Jr”’ = 
s,Z(S fi” )( F )-where consistency now means that E (Xfi” ) = P (X )“I. 
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In order to prove (4.7) in the general case, one proceeds by induction c ‘I the 
complexity of I). One would expect the non-recursive cases of such an induction 
to be reasonably easy, whereas the difficult case would be that of recursion. 
However, we claim that-provided that the various properties of -, K, 9 and 9 
listed above are satisfied-the F-case of the induction is automatically obtained. 
In fact the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 4.5. Assume that -, K, i?iJ, 9 satisfy the properties mentioned above. (?n 
particular, (4.4) to (4.6) hold.) Assume, moreover, that K E [& +s&], @D E 
[K;1, -a&J, POE K; -*m &. Then, if (4.7) holds for D = Do (and n = k + 11, then 
it holds for D = px[L+,] Carzd n = k ). 
Proof. By an easy extension of Lemma 4.3 we obtain that if, for all &, . . . , &, 
then, for all cl, . . . ) & 1, 
Wr: now show that if (4.7) holds for D = Do (and 11 = k + 11, then it holds for 
D -q-[&) (and 11 = k I. Let D = t(~[D,,j. By the definition of @+, and Vf,, we have 
YO show that, for all &, . ,f - - 9 _)I3 
Since S, ~~rt~x[D,,]j. i = 1, . . . , II, we have X+=.X I, . . . , A-,~. By applying (4.4) and 
&6) to th+z left-hand side cC hs) and right-1lar.d kit ~rhs), rcsptxtivcly, what we 
!i~e to prove reduces to 
135 the assumption WC know that (3.7) holds for 4&,,, PO,,, and wt‘ can rewrite the 
i hs irc;ing CL9 1: 
WC WC that 4 hs and rhs arc idenrical. thus completing the proof. 2 
13as~d on Corollary 4.3 we can formulate a direct generalization of this theorem 
1i1 thc foiiowing corollarv. 
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Cuahry 44. Assume the following framework : 
(Dasynt, (FE)Sylfl, (GE)Sytlt2, 
and similarly fat SF, %, B(D[D’/x])(p ) * 3(Db(e{d(D’)(~ )/x}), and similarly for 
9. 9, -i : Synt + Synt,. i = 1,2,? 5 Var, -i are injections, i = 1.2, 
rx[D]-‘*~x”[lj’[~ut[D]-‘/x”]ll 
~cx[D]-~-lilx‘~[~~[clx[D]“/~‘]~ 
(4. IO) 
holds fo7 D = De (and n = k + 1). then it holds for D 4 px [Do] (and n = k ). 
Rd. Fobws the same tines as the proof of TheMem 4.3, now based on the 
semantic property of Curollary 4A. 0 
We are finally ready for the proof of the main redlt of this paper. 
Anam to the above definitions, we call e consistent if, for all X, e (X?” = 
Q (X’” ) and c (X brnT =P (Xi”‘). 
Thwtm 4.7. For all consistent e, 
.M(S)(P P = x!2w6” t(e ), ..#(S)(P Pf = F(S’“‘)(E ). 
Pr&. The proof follows by induction on the complexity d S. First we consider 
the case that S is not a F-term. 
(a, s=x := S, h, J . Trivial. 
(h) s =gs, ;&. 
tc) s =s1 US& o.tdous. 
(dj S =X. Follows from the consistency r quirement. 
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(e) S = pX[,!&]. Follows from Corollary 4.6. We take -1 =firt, -2 = inf, K 1 =fin, 
‘c2 = inf (syntactic and semantic fin and inf, respectively), Synt = Stat, Syn!l = Auxs, 
$wt2 = Exts, Vcrr = Stmv, Varl = Auxv, Vq = Stmv, 9 =J@, 9 = .d, $3 = 9, KD = 
CM, G), Kf =(H, E), K,; = (Al’, Et). Strictness of /cl follows from (_L)\(_L} = v) (the 
least element of (S(Z\{_L), c)), and continuity r’rom (LIi q)\(l) = U, (ri\{-L}). Strict- 
IleSS Of Kz follows from (1}\(~}/” ={I}, and continuity from (LJ, Ti)\(L.Il q\(l)) = 
iI, (T,\( 7,\{1})), i.e., from _L E t__i, T, iff J_ E 7i for all i. Monotonicity of ?Pk follows 
from the fact that it has no free variables X”‘~, and monotonicity of Pi, follows, 
because q c r2 in P( Z\(i)) implies 71 E T? (in P(C)). Finally, we verify whether 
(4.10) is satisfied, i.e., whether 
/LX [SIG’* 3 &X firI [S fill [/&[S]i”~/X i’lf]], 
(3.11 ! 
&y [sy G ~x”‘r[s~‘l~~~X[s]r”~/x~“]], 
Obscrvbg that X “I’ does not occur free in Sh”, we see that ( 4.11) reduces to 
px~S]fi~f ~ cu,rb~~ [Sfi” I, p,y [Sy f pxi’~~[s”qp.Y[s]‘i’l/x?‘]], 
which is indeed the form of Definition 4.2. El 
WC have thus completed the justification of Definition 3.2 on the basis of a 
general argument concerning properties uf recursive procedures. 
5. Systems of recursive procedures and Nivat’s theorem 
We discwvs the relationship between the results of the previous section and a 
theorem of Nivat on infinite words generated by a context free grammar. We begin 
with ;i reformulation of our theorem for a language which has s\rstems of (simul- 
t~~cously declared) rtlcursl\‘e procedures rather than the p-terms of the preceding 
sections. Since the structure of a system of recursive procedures closely resembles 
that of a context free grammar, we thus obtain a framework facilitating the 
comparison with Nivat’s result. We redefine syntax and semantics of our language 
Sid as fr)llows. 
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where JJ is as before for S not a procedure variable, A(P)(E ) = c (P) and $, - 
cLi[@I, 9 9 . , @,I with pi[* l l ] denoting the ith component of the simukaneol ,~st 
fixed point of the n-tuple of continuous functions @jr.. . . , c’#,.. a*‘ti @j = 
A&*+& J~~si)(E{4F/Pi}i). 
(cl Let (A E) kuxs and (T E) E.xt.s be defined as b&z-, for the non-proceaure 
cases and let (Q E) Au.w be the set of auxiliary procedure variables. Programs 
((0, e--A,), IA) and ((P, t_ 7”)i, (Qj eAi)j 1 T) obtain meaning with valuations 9 anti 
“2/ defined by 
a(((QjeAj), IA))(g) =d(A)(~{@j/Qj),), 
J)c(((Pi e K)', (Q, (IA,), 1 T))(F) = ~(T)(E{~,lPi},{~jlQ,},), 
where &A )(E ) and XcTh) are defined in the natural way for A, T not a 
procedure variable, and, moreover, &(Q)(F) = F(@), Y(P)kj = E(P) and 
id) We define fill and hf by 
((P, es,), jsp = ((P,“” es:“’ ), j St”’ ), 
((P, C$Si>; $)“” -Z ((p:“’ es:“‘),, (p:” eSr”>i iSrr’t), 
where S’ “, S”” . . . _ q ?-,. ;!;i,ned as us~l for S not a procedure variable, P’l’ E Ariw, 
and PI"' E Prwr. 
Remarks. ( I ) In this section, R ranges over Prug rather than over @W 
t2 I Note that, by the detinitions of ~irr and iirf, Pi”’ does not occur in St’!’ ; hence, 
qain (as with Definition 4.2, Stir’ E Am-s. 
(3) Note that in the definition of t'({(P, es,)' )S)), least fixed points are taken 
with respect to ‘C‘, and in that of ,B(((Q, eAI), IA)), least fixed points are taken 
with respect to ‘c’. The former least fixed points are Ieast upper bounds of chains 
S’” ’ defined inductively by S”” = R, S’” + '' = - S[Sik '/Pi]', whereas the latter arc least 
upper bounds of chains Alk' defined by A’“‘=false, Alk *"=A[A)"'/Q,],. Finally, 
in the definition of ~!u(<P, C+T,),, (Qi eA,), 1 T)) a mixture of the two Drderings is 
used. Since the P, do p.jt occur in thtz A,, the definition does not have to be fully 
simultaneous in the P,, Q, together: In the definition of the & we may assume the 
41, to bc already determined. 
Example. Let C,, i = 1, . . . stand for arbitrary statements without occurrences of 
procedure variables, and let R be defined by 
(P,~cI;P1;P~~c~;P~:P1:cjL'c~, 
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‘Then, using thar CF” = Ci, Cj”’ ~fdse, WC obtain 
pf,lt c c, ; p’y’ u Cl ; pp ; I-y” v c;! ; ,y u cz : P!” ; P;“‘, 
I-y” e c5 ; py u c, ; py u c, ; PZ” ; py” ( P’;“). 
Observe that programs R and Rfi” are syntactically isomorphic (just as S and S”’ 
in Section 4). The difference between them lies only in the way their meaning is 
defined. 
In this formalism we have a theorem analogous to Theorem 3.7. 
Theorem 5.2. For n/l consistent F ( i.c. F (PI”’ = P (P”’ 1 and F t P)“” = f I PI”’ I for 011 
P c Pm- 1, 
. OR )(F I”” = .ti(h!;“’ ,(c 1, , \‘(R)(F )“” -- j[(R’“‘)(F ), 
WC now state Nivat’s thcorcm. Consider a context free grammar G = ( b’s, \‘I-, PA 
whcrc \,‘\ -z (.U,, . . .}. I’:- = {a, . . .) art3 the alphabets of nonterminal and terminal 
q’mbols. and P is the set of prodt.;tion rules X, -+.k&, Ad, a finite set of words 
(t I= 1 \‘,v _, 1’1 P::. (We have no reascq here to single out a start symbol.) Let, for 
firlitc or infinite tcrmi>al words .v’, .I “, s’<.Y” denote that X’ is a prefix of x”. Let 
;I tinitc ckrivatlon (2 3, cy’ be definw in the usual way. Moreover, we say that, for 
(0 
infinite .y, ,Y 3 .y (the nontcrminal X derives the infinite word .Y E k”F in an infinite 
nwnba- of steps) whenever tkre exist finite prefixes _Y,, i -= I, 2, . . . of the infinite 
NV-~ .Y \uch that, for all i, X :$ x’u, for SW-M LY,, and .q < .I? c-: . . .<_-,<...<_\-= 
‘J, .Yl, ix., .Y is the least upper bwnd of the *:: -chain (x,), with respect to the prefix 
ordering. kt L(G, ,)(I )’ stand for the w of finite words generated by X,. and 
l G, .Y, I”’ for the set of infinite w01\l~ gt‘ncratcd ty S,. WC then hnw the following 
thwrcm. 
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Let Li abbreviate L(G, Xi,‘, and let, for any language L over the tertninais VN 1~ VT, 
L[L:/Xi]i denote the result of ,c*ubstituting the languages L: for the (terminal!) Xi in 
the words of L (with the precaution that substitution in an infinite word yields UI 
infmite word; thiq is made precise in [13]). We then have, for i = 1, . . . , 11. 
L(G, Xi)‘” = L(G’“, s;)[L;/XJ. 
Proof. For the proof, see Nivat [ 131. [I1 
Example. Consider the context free grammar with productions P: 
For the set of productions i’ we obtain by the construction of the theorem 
We observe a remarkable similarity between the system p and the definition of 
R “I’ in the example following Defiuition 5.1. in fact, we shall formulate a commuta- 
tivity result which makes this observation precise. First we need a number of 
preparations. Each program R of the form ((I’; eSi)! jpk) can be 1 iewed as a 
grammar -with start symbol &--generating (finite or infinite) words over the 
alphabet of ‘terminals’ s := s, b, A in a natural way. E.g., the progrpn R. = (PC 
C‘, ; P ; c-2 u c*\ / P) determines the language C’;’ u{C;’ ;C,;Cy )IZ 3 1) (with C,, as 
befor 3, statements without free occurrences of PI. Let us, till the end of this section 
and essentially without lack of generality, restrict attention to programs of the form 
R = ((P, es,), [S), where S = Pk for some I(, 1 5 k s II, and each of the S, is of the 
form S, = S, l u. * . u S,,*,, with each Si, of the form C,;Pk,;C~;P~r;...;P~,;C,,,, 
and, conventionally, with true taking the role of the empty word. It should be clear 
how such an R can be seen as a grammar generating (finite or infinite) sequences 
of Mementaryj statements as indicated by the above example of program Ro. For 
each such R, its associated language is denoted by F(R 1. Furthermore, for a 
program R of the form ((P, CL T,),, (Q, eAj)i 1 Pk) -with analogous restrictions on 
the form of the 7;, A,-we have as associated language Y’@ ) all words which 
can be derived starting from Pk, where for the nonterminals P, finite or infinite 
d;:rivations are used, and for the Q, only finite derivations. The next step consists 
in the observation that the mapping A4 ++A? (as described in the statement of the 
theorem) is isomorphik: to the mapping S++S1’ll, where occurrences Xi, x, in A? 
correspond to occurrences of P(‘“, P:“’ in S”“. For example, aX&+-+ ax, u ax& 
, 
whereas C ; P, ; P2 ++“’ C ; P’,“’ u C ; P’;” ; Py’. Finally, we observe the following: 
‘l’bc csprcssion 1.1 G ’ , X, )[I!+#, 1, occurring in the statement of Theorem S.3 can 
be rewritten as L(G”’ v G’, Xl ), where G’ indicates that for th? nonterminals X, 
from G, onlv ;rnite derivations are allowed. Putting all these obser*rations together, 
we obt%z the following theorem. 
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Theorem 5.4. Let R s ((Pi eSi)i 1 Pk) be a program satisfying the above constraints. 
Theii the diagram 
Proof. Let 
Then 
.Y’i(D ( Pk))” = (by Nivat’s theorem and the isomorphism mentioned 
above) 
Observe that Thecrem 5.4 only concerns similarity between SJ ntacfictli transfor- 
mations (viz. inf and w), and no use was made of Theorem 5.2, which deals with 
sc’marztica! mappings as well, to prove this result. As the proof of Theorem 5.4 
shows, it depends on Nivat’s theorem, and one might wonder if it is possible to 
derive Theorem 5.3 in a way resembling the one in which we have obtained Theorem 
3.7. 
We succeeded in characterizing the finite part of the language produced by a 
grammar G in Greibach form in this way. In fact, we can show that L(G)‘= L(Gf), 
which expresses that the finite part of the (full, i.e., finite nnd infinite words) 
language generated by G is equal to the language that is generated by G in the 
traditional (i.e. no +‘I’-derivations) manner. The proof of this relics on a dual 
form of Theorem 4.3 where all bottom elements I arc replaced by top elements 
. and least upper bounds (least fixed points) are replaced by greatest lower bounds 
~greatckt fixed points). Moreover, it uses two facts proved in [14, Theorems 4 and 
5 rcsp.], namely that 
i i I the language generated in the traditior‘al way by a grammar in Greibach 
form can be characterized by a greatest fixed point which can be approximated by 
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(2) the language generated (in the generalized sense with +” included) by a 
grammar in Grelbach form can be characterized by a greatest fix~? Fc+int which 
can be approximated by iteration from V>. 
Now to prove L(G)‘=L(G’) we proceed analogously to proving Theorem 4.7, 
taking K : r/g -+ V*, such that 
K(L)=L\VY, KD=(Vk,r,c) and &=(V&Q. 
However, we doubt the existence of a similar transformation for the infinitary 
part (which is what Nivat’s theorem is all about), because there seems to be no 
way to give a direct fixed point characterization of the set of infinite words produced 
by a grammar. 
This concludes our discussion of the relationship between infinite computations 
and languages with infiniTe words. 
6. Applications to weakest preconditions 
In this section we discuss a number of applications of the proof techniques 
presented in Section 4. In particular, we obtain a variety of results concerning 
weakest preconditions- mostly for regular statements-including man I of those 
described in Chapter 8 of de Bakker [4]. 
We first state an auxiliary resuit which is a variation on Lemma 4.3. 
Lemma 6.1. Let C be a cpo, C’ a complete lattice, f E [C + C] and g : C --) C’ an 
antistrict and anticontinuous function. I.e., for T the greatest element of C’, g(l) = T 
and, for each ascending chain (xi); in C, g(u; xi) = n, g( xi). LLBt h : Cl-+,,, C’. Then 
from g 0 f = 110 g it follows rhat uh exists and that vh = g( pf 1 holds. Moreowr. vh = 
-n, h’(T). - 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3. El 
We leave to the reader statement and proof of a theorem which expresses the 
corresponding variation for Theorem 4.5. The main c,langes are that the semantic 
mapping K is now required to be antistrict and antico&.tious; and that Definition 
(4.6) is replaced by 
ux:d] -=;x[d] (6.1) 
where the prefix r6[* . -1 denotes the greatest fixed point operator. 
We now introduce four notions of weakest precondition. They are presented 
through a varie;y df semantic composition formulae; later a syntactic notation 
corresponding to the four semantic notions is proposed. Let (V E) I7 be the set of 
predicates, defined as II = C +ss {tt, tf}, where +‘ss benotes functions 7~ such that 
n(S) = ~(1) = ff. Let {tt, ff} be ordered “5 !? & tt, and let lrl E 722 hold iff 
r;(e) C_ z&) for 2111 u E C. Observe that it is immediate that 17 is a complete lattice. 
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Definition 6.2. For 7 E 0, v 5 L!, # E M we put 
(a) +]a IT(U) holds for all CT E r, 
rr{r}ej~((r) holds for all CT E T\{_L}, 
TT(T)~T(U) holds for all u E r\(S), 
~(T)cM(u) holds for all u E ~\{_l_, 8). 
Lemma 6.3. (a) The compositions +I, IT(~), n(7), ~(7) are all monotonic in XC 
0~ The compositions ?~[r], ~(7) are strict and continuous in T. 
ICI The komposirions T(T), n(7) are arttistrict and anticontinrtous irt r. 
Proof. Direct from the definitions. Cl 
Next. we introduce the syntactic class of umditions rp E ) C~rlti, which extends 
the t:lass of assertions (first order formulaej in two ways: Firstly, syntactic versions 
of the weakest precondition constructs as suggested by Definition 6.2(b) are added, 
and secondly we introduce least fixed point and greatest fixed point forming 
operators. Let tZ E I Or& be the class of condition variables. As in Sections 2 to 
1 is 
4, R denotes a regular statement. 
whtrtz in tht last two clauses (I is required to be syntactically monotonic‘ in Z 
does not occur in the scope of an odd number of --I-signs). 
(Z 
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(c) We put k pr =pz whenever, for all E, a, %‘(pr)(~)(~) = %(P~)(E)(u). 
Remarks. (1) A similar variety of weakest preconditions has been investigated in 
. 
an operational setting by Hare1 [8]. 
(2) Clearly, we can now introduce four notions of correctness of a statement R 
(or in general, S) with respect to conditions p, q, viz. [p]R[q] defined as p 3 
mIl9 ’ . . , (p)R(q) defined as p 2 R(q). 
(3) A fi~Qk weakest precondition could be based on the composition n[[~l@ T(O) 
holds for some o E r. We shall not pursue this possibility here. 
We are now sufficiently prepared for the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 6.5. For Z riot free irt p, 
(a) ~R~bl=~Z[R[Zlvl, 
tb, U?‘(p)=v2[R(Z)~p], 
02) I= R’(p) = pZ[R(Z) A p], 
(d) I= R‘(p)=~oZ[R(z)i\p;. 
Proof. We only prove part (b), the other cases being quite similar. In order to be 
able to apply the theory of Section 4, we slightly extend the class of regular 
statements as introduced before. Recall that a statement is called ciosed whenever 
it has no free occurrences of a statement variable. We now put-for the duration 
of this proof only- 
where the RI, RI, on the right-hand side of the definition are required to be closed. 
[Thus, an extended regular statement has at most one free occurrence of (at most) 
one statement variable.) Let &gs stand for the class of extended regular statements. 
From Section 2 it should bc clear how to define 3 : Regs + (E 44); environments 
F (E E) are now defined fr r both statement variables and condition 1:ariables. We 
next dctine a syntactic mapping: Rcgs 3 G&-depending on a pararreter p-which 
maps each statement R to a condition written as {R}p (though simikr to R(p}, it 
sho_rld for the moment be distinguished from it). For a statement variable X, {X}p 
is some clement of Cndr~ --where X1 ~X,~{X,)~~{X&F----; for the other cases 
we put (for R lr R2 closed) 
{s -= .s}p =p:, {b)p =(b 3~1, (~)p =false, (RI ;R&J s{R~){RdPq 
(R 1 LI &}p 5 {R 1 }P A (Rd?, (RI ;X u R,)p = {R &{X~P ) A {RdP- 
{/LY[R~ :X u R,]}= &Y}~$(RI :X ~Rzlpl. 
(i’Vott2 that the last definition has the form of formula (6.1).) 
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Here pi denotes an extended condition- used for the purpose of this proof 
anly-which has as its meaning %(P~)(P)((T) = ~(p)r~:)(rr{~~(s)(a)/x-}). (Note that 
the substitution p[s/x] is defined only for p an assertion, i.e., a first-order formula.) 
We now first prove that, for all R and p, I=, {R}p = R(p), where I=< denotes validity 
assuming consistency of the environments, defined here as ~({x}p) = 
~iX){Wp)k)). Thus, we show that, for all consistent E, %({R)p)(e) = WRb))k), 
x, by definition of CG (see Definition 6.4(b)) that (f) : %({R}p)k ) = 
:$(R )(F )(+5(p)(~)}. By Theorem 4.5 (in its version adapted to greatest fixed points), 
tuking the semantic mapping K&I) = ~{%(P)(F )}-so K,, depends on the para- 
meter p-we have to establish the commutaGvity result (*) only for R not a p-term. 
Verification of ( jt ) for this case is quite standard, and is omitted here. This concludes 
the proof that I=, {R}p = R(p). As a consequence, replacing R by R’ = 
pX[R ;X u true] (with R closed) and dropping the consistency requirement since 
R ’ is closed, we obtain that I= {r_cX[R ;X LI true]}p = R ‘{p}. From this it follows that 
t= v({X}p)[{R ;X u true}p] -= R ‘(p} or I= c~~{X)p)[{R)i{X)p) A pl =R {pb 
Taking for {X}p its value Z E Cndc, we then obtain I= vZ[{R)Z r\ p] = R be), and 
using the equivalence I= {R}Z = R(Z) then yields the desired result I= PZ[R{Z} A 
p] = R’(pl. El 
Hy way of conclusion of the paper we briefly discuss two further results of de 
Bakkcr [4] which ca.7 be proved using the general strategy from Section 4. Both 
results concern general statements S E Stat (ix.. including general p-terms 1. For 
the first result we extend the definition of Corttl with constructs S[~I]. . . . (rather 
ihn R[p 1). Let the syntactic mapping - : Stat --, Corld be defined by 
where X E Chic We show that $ is the condition which syntactically exprcsscs 
th,it S terminates. This is the content of the following theorem. 
Proof. Along the same lines as the previous proofs, but now based on 11 version 
of Thcorcm 3.5 which starts from the following cxtcnsion of Lemma J.3: Let 
f’c ;C’ -+ C’ 1. ,c r, I(‘ +, C’], Ir E c’ --+,,, K” -+,,1 0. Assurntz 
Then p [ tz (of’)] exists and g(pf’, == p [ II (p/‘)] holds. The gcncral argument of Thccxxxl 
4.%-=-approximately cxtcndcd--applies, where K : rVf -+ 11’ is the semantic mapping 
yielding, for each ~5 E .%I, the predicate K (~$1 defined by h’(d) = htr q (_L ~5 6, MI). -1-1 
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The second result concerns a transliteration of the theorem of Section 8.3 of [4]. 
We shall only sketch this case, without developing the full framework necessary 
for its formulation. Let us consider the following syntactic mapping -: Stat + 
(Cond -*Cond), 
Here p: is defined as in the proof of Theorem 6.5. Let P denott the valuation 
assigning meaning to 3 (in f7 -+ LV in the na%ural way. We ha\e the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 6.7. ~(S)(F ) = AT 9 .ZI(S)(e )[v], provided the wml cotzsistetzcy cotuiitiorr 
for c is satisfied. 
Proof. By the same general argument as used in the preceding proofs. 2 
We end this section with two remarks. Firstly, we expect the definitions of upper 
and lower derivative [9,4] also to be amenable to a treatment using the general 
approach of our paper. However, we have not yet found a setrzatztic c’haracterization 
which might be used to justify the syntactic definitions. 
Secondly, one can consider issues of fair computation in the framework of the 
~-calculus (see also [15]). For instance, for elementary actions A *and B, the fair 
mcrgc of A’” and B”’ can be written as (A*BB”A VO, which by Section 4 corresponds 
topX[aY[A;YuB];aY[B:YuA];X]. 
Now the technique developed in our paper, in particular the part dealing with 
various weakest preconditions, can be applied to get formulae expressing properties 
like fair termination. It will be interesting to compare the formulae thus obtained 
with similar ones of Park in [ 161. 
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